Laughter in correction sequences in speech therapy sessions

This article deals with the interactional achievement of laughter in speech therapy sessions with adolescents suffering from speech and language impairments. We aim to describe how laughter is locally organized by the adolescent and his/her therapist, and how laughter production provides relevant information about the organization of preference in speech therapy interactions. Using both a conversation analytic approach and quantification, we analyzed video-recorded speech therapy interactions between therapists and adolescent patients in French-speaking Switzerland. We show that adolescents initiate more laughs than therapists overall, but that this pattern is even stronger in correcting contexts, in which such laughs are also predominantly not shared. In correcting activities, the sequential organization of laughter is related to the type of correction trajectory and to the participants' priority in terms of task management. The adolescent produces unilateral standalone laughter when the therapist produces an overt correction, and produces a unilateral laughter-infiltrated second pair-part after the therapist invites him/her to self-correct. By producing unilateral or shared laughter, participants index the importance of correcting business as the main instructional task (unilateral laughter) or as a side activity in the management of an interactional task (shared laughter). Thus, the sequential organization of laughter is not only tied to the asymmetry of institutional status but also to the type of action jointly performed by the participants. By investigating a phenomenon that is still little-known – laughter in therapeutic interactions with dysphasic adolescents – our study provides relevant therapeutic resources for therapists in the collaborative management of a central activity in therapeutic intervention: the business of correction.
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1. Introduction

This article deals with communicative functions of laughter in speech therapy sessions with adolescents suffering from speech and language impairments. We propose (1) to study how participants mobilize laughter in speech therapy interactions; (2) to observe at what particular moments participants' laughter is recurrently produced in therapeutic sessions; (3) to better understand why participants laugh in this context.

Conversation analytic studies have shown that laughter is not an uncontrollable reaction to something funny, but a conversational resource that is very precisely organized by conversationalists to achieve many relevant interactional actions, e.g. managing topics (Holt 2010; Bonin et al. 2012), managing turn-taking (Glenn 2010; Ikeda and Bisouth 2013), solving an interactional trouble (Potter and Hepburn 2010; Glenn 2013; Shaw et al. 2013; Petitjean and González-Martínez 2015) and/or displaying (dis)affiliation (Jefferson et al. 1987; Glenn 1995; Holt 2012; Fatigante and Orletti 2013). Concerning the field of speech and language therapy, studies show that laughter may be a very relevant resource that aphasic speakers (Norris and Drumond 1998; Madden et al. 2002; Wilkinson 2007) and autistic children (Auburn and Pollock 2013) use to manage their language disorders while minimizing their impact on the interactional flow. However, to our knowledge, how and why dysphasic adolescents laugh during speech therapy interactions still remain little-known phenomena.

Using a conversation analytic approach (Sacks et al. 1974), we analyzed video-recorded interactions taking place during speech therapy sessions involving one therapist and one adolescent with speech and language disorders (see section 3). Participants’ laughter seems to play an important role in a specific type of repair sequence, i.e. correction sequences (see section 4). We also noticed that adolescents laugh more frequently than therapists, and more often in a unilateral way (the therapist does not join in the adolescent's laughter). Previous studies have already shown how aphasic speakers laugh to manage prolonged repair sequences (Wilkinson 2007). Moreover, several studies on laughter in institutional talk have shown that it is a relevant resource for displaying participants' institutional roles: subordinates laugh more than superiors, and subordinates' laughter is mostly not shared (Lavin and Maynard 2001; Haakana 2002). However, these studies do not provide any information about the following points: in speech therapy sessions, do adolescents laugh more often in correction sequences than during other activities? Do adolescents initiate more laughs than therapists (and mostly in a
unilateral way) because of their respective institutional roles or because of the activity in which they are involved? By performing quantitative analyses (see section 4.2), we show that adolescents initiate more laughs than therapists overall, but that this pattern is even stronger in correcting contexts, in which such laughs are also predominantly not shared. According to these findings, we analyzed adolescents’ laughter in correction sequences to understand how and why laughter is unilaterally or jointly produced (see section 4.3). We show that sequential organization of adolescents’ laughter depends upon (1) the type of correction (i.e. other- or self-correction); (2) the participants’ orientation toward instructional or person-oriented tasks.

Repair trajectories are particularly delicate in contexts in which language impairments are a central issue (Milroy and Perkins 1992; Merrison and Merrison 2005). In speech therapy interactions, repair sequences create opportunities to focus on instructional issues (Ridley et al. 2002; Radford 2008) as they may challenge the linguistic and interactional competence of the patient (Wilkinson 2007), which may trouble the progression of the interaction. By showing how therapists and patients jointly adjust laughter to maximize the instructional value of the repairable while minimizing the problematic features of correction in terms of epistemic positions, our study offers therapeutic resources to help speech therapists develop a greater sensitivity to the functions of adolescents’ laughter in speech therapy sessions (see also Petitjean and González-Martínez 2015, on classroom data). This study thus highlights how laughter may be a resource for facilitating therapeutic intervention (see Potter and Goodman 1983; see also Wilkinson 2014 for an overview of “interventionist” CA applied to aphasiology). By focusing on how adolescents with language impairments use laughter to manage interactional difficulties, this study shows that adolescents’ “errors” display not only a problem of language performance but above all a sign of interactional competence (see also Jefferson 1974).

2. Laughter and repair sequences in speech therapy contexts

2.1 From repair to correction in talk-in-interaction

Since repair deals with problems in speaking, hearing or understanding (Schegloff et al. 1977; Schegloff 2007), this is a vital mechanism in the management of talk-in-interaction (Hayashi et al. 2013): by repairing, participants solve troubles that may disrupt mutual understanding and inter-subjectivity (Seedhouse 2004). Several studies describe the sequential organization of repair (Schegloff et al. 1977; Hayashi et al. 2013), distinguishing between repair initiation and repair completion. Repair may be initiated by the speaker of the trouble source (self-initiation) or by another participant (other-initiation). In the same way, repair may be completed by the speaker of the trouble source (self-repair) or by another participant (other-repair).

In educational contexts, repair management is mainly linked to instructional tasks (McHoul 1990; Seedhouse 2004; MacBeth 2004) and thus to the business of correction (Jefferson 1987). Correction is viewed as a particular type of repair (Schegloff et al. 1977). Repair deals with the mutual understanding of the ongoing talk, while correction is linked to the appropriateness of the previous reply (Jefferson 1987; MacBeth 2004). However, correction and repair remain co-operating organizations (MacBeth 2004). In classrooms, the teacher may check that he/she has correctly understood the student's answer before beginning a correction sequence that overtly deals with the inappropriateness of this answer (MacBeth 2004; for the link between repair and correction in classroom interactions, see also Hall 2007a and the consequential debate and response papers: Seedhouse 2007; Hall 2007b).

However, even though correction is a kind of repair that is expected in instructional contexts, this is not to say that it is a preferred option. Before producing an other-correction, the teacher provides sequential opportunities to lead students to self-correct (McHoul 1990; Drew 1981 for adult-children interactions; see also Seedhouse 2004 on the link between correction and IRE sequence). When the teacher has to correct the student's answer, he/she avoids an explicit negative evaluation (“no” or “wrong”) and initiates a mitigated other-correction (e.g. explaining why the student's answer is incorrect; repeating the incorrect item before providing the correct one; see Seedhouse 2004). Indeed, because correction addresses lapses in the speaker's competence or conduct, participants work to correct with discretion (see Jefferson 1987 on the difference between embedded and exposed
corrections). In educational contexts, another way of correcting with discretion is to produce self-initiated other-corrections: the student answers the teacher’s question with a rising intonation, asking him/her to confirm or correct the answer (Seedhouse 2004). Because it is designed as a question, the correction-invitation format (Schegloff et al. 1977; Sacks and Schegloff 1979) allows the teacher to produce his/her correction as an answer projected by the student’s question (Seedhouse 2004).

In sum, repair allows conversationalists to make sure that they share a common world (Schegloff 1992) while correction embodies the normative adequacy of a reply (MacBeth 2004). These organizations are particularly interconnected in language therapy interactions: the language disorders that disrupt cross-intelligibility are also the target of the therapeutic intervention.

2.2 From repair to correction in speech therapy interactions

Because language disorders may impact mutual understanding, patients with language impairment are particularly exposed to repair (Wilkinson 2007 on aphasic speakers; Radford et al. 2012 on children with specific speech and language disorders). Repair requires a high level of linguistic and pragmatic abilities (Milroy and Perkins 1992), and this thus may be a delicate activity for impaired speakers (see Merrison and Merrison 2005 on children with pragmatic difficulties). Because repair sequences deal with the patient’s difficulties, they are particularly useful in terms of therapeutic and/or instructional outputs (Ridley et al. 2002; Radford 2008).

The management of repair trajectories largely depends upon the type of language impairment. Aphasic speakers tend to invite partners to produce other-repairs: the repair trajectory is mostly performed in a “hint and guess” cycle (Milroy and Perkins 1992). Moreover, studies on aphasic talk show that repair is often prolonged compared to ordinary conversation (Milroy and Perkins 1992; Wilkinson 2007). Interestingly, studies in applied conversation analysis show that some repair trajectories may be more helpful for speakers with language impairments, while others are less useful. For instance, the production of known-answer questions by the partner does not systematically help the aphasic speaker to elicit the “correct” answer, and leads to prolonged sequences that disrupt the interactional flow (Wilkinson 2014). Several studies focus on children with specific speech and language difficulties (SSLD) and highlight the link between repair trajectories and learning opportunities. Ridley et al. (2002) show how the institutional status of the unimpaired partner impacts repair trajectories in interactions involving children with SSDL. They show that specialist teachers and peers produce other-repair and other-initiation of self-repair in a way in which the repair provides useful instructional outputs to the impaired partner (see also Radford 2008). Inversely, the mainstream teacher tends not to repair the trouble source, thus minimizing learning opportunities. Existent studies show that children with speech and language impairments may have difficulty in self-correcting: Radford et al. (2012) show that children with SSDL most often self-repair in repair sequences dealing with meaning than in repair sequences focusing on phonological or grammatical forms. With regard to children with pragmatic impairment, Merrinson and Merrinson (2005) show that they rarely initiate repair; however, this study reveals that these children can improve their repair skills when repair management is explicitly taught.

The diversity of repair trajectories allows conversationalists to efficiently manage the various troubles that emerge from their joint actions. In speech therapy contexts, correcting activities may also be a way of resolving speaking, hearing and understanding problems. While repair is the most common and efficient device for dealing with interactional trouble, several studies have highlighted the fact that participants may also mobilize another resource – laughter – to support problem-solving in conversation.

2.3 Laughter and problem-solving

Conversation analytic studies show that laughter is a social activity, systematically and sequentially produced in and through talk-in-interaction (cf. Jefferson et al. 1987; Glenn 2003; Vettin and Todt 2004; Glenn and Holt 2013a). By precisely monitoring laughter with regard to its form (number of laugh particles, vowel quality and volume), its deployment in the turn-at-talk (from the beginning of the turn, during and/or after its completion) and its sequential position (volunteered/invited laughter,

To our knowledge, only a few studies exist on laughter in speech therapy interactions, and most of them focus on laughter in aphasic talk. Norris and Drumond (1998) highlight the importance of laughter in aphasic communication, showing that laughter appears more often in aphasic than non-aphasic talk. Aphasic speakers laugh more often to initiate talk and keep the floor, and this may explain why aphasic speakers produce more prolonged laughter than non-aphasic speakers. Moreover, aphasic speakers laugh more than non-aphasic speakers when protesting or rejecting the previous talk; this may be explained by the fact that aphasic speakers have to initiate repair more frequently to manage the impact of their language impairment on the partners’ understanding. Madden et al. (2002) show how aphasic speakers organize laughter to support conversation and conclude that laughter identifies aphasic speakers as competent interactional partners: laughter has a compensatory function in aphasic talk, allowing aphasic speakers to maintain or repair conversational flow. Wilkinson (2007) focuses on the role of laughter in prolonged repair sequences in aphasic talk. The aphasic speaker may laugh when he/she does not manage to complete the self-repair, despite prolonged efforts to solve the problem. In this case, the partner does not laugh but intervenes in the repair sequence. By laughing, the aphasic speaker minimizes the embarrassing nature of the failed self-repair (on embarrassed laughter, see Goffman 1956; Adelswärd 1989) while providing the partner with an opportunity to complete it.

Laughter allows speakers with language impairments to feel more competent and facilitates their participation in everyday interactions (Madden et al. 2002; Wilkinson 2007; Auburn and Pollock 2013). By laughing, speakers promote progressivity of interaction in spite of their language impairments. In this sense, laughter is a very relevant resource for improving therapeutic strategies (Norris and Drumond 1998). According to Potter and Goodman (1983), laughter is a therapy facilitator. However, to our knowledge, little attention has been paid to the role of laughter in interactions with dysphasic adolescents.

In sum, although several studies exist on repair in interactions with dysphasic children and on laughter in aphasic talk, laughter in repair sequences with dysphasic adolescents is still a little-known phenomenon, particularly in face-to-face interactions with speech therapists. In the following, we will show how and why adolescents and therapists jointly manage laughter in the management of correction sequences in speech therapy sessions.

3. Data and methodology

3.1 Data

This study is based on a corpus of speech therapy interactions between therapists and adolescent patients in French-speaking Switzerland (IC-You project, Swiss National Science Foundation grant no. CRSII1_136291/1). We worked with two dyads, each composed of an adolescent and a therapist. The two adolescents had been treated for speech and language disorders since they were small children. The first adolescent (Mathieu, 1 Mat in the transcript) was 16 years old at the time of our study. According to his therapist, Mathieu was a dysphasic speaker with autistic symptoms. He also had pragmatic troubles and writing difficulties. The other adolescent (Barbara, Bar in the transcript) was 14 years old. According to her therapist, Barbara suffered from dyslexia and dysorthographia. She also suffered from deficiency in spoken language, which often generates misunderstandings. The two

---

1 The first names have been changed.
therapists (Log in the transcript) had been working in speech therapy institutions for many years. We analyzed two sessions for each dyad, representing a total of three hours of recordings. Each session lasted about 45 minutes and was held in the therapist’s office.

We compiled a collection of 118 excerpts including participants’ volunteered laughter. We refined the transcriptions of these excerpts to precisely identify the sequential position of laughs and smiles (see Hepburn and Varney 2013 on laughter transcription). We used the symbol £ to delimit segments produced with a smile voice. Furthermore, we transcribed bodily behavior, in particular smiling, using the norms proposed by Petitjean and González-Martínez (2015): the # symbol indicates when bodily actions begin and finish during the speaker’s turn (superscript is used to distinguish simultaneous bodily behavior). The line below the speaker’s turn (in italics) indicates the person performing the action and its type. Here is an illustration, extracted from excerpt 3 (see section 4.3.1.1):

25 Log: #‘mais y’a pas de d,#1
but there is no -d-
26 Bar: #‘----smiles--------#1
27 Log: #‘moi à mon avis tu mettais un d parce que,
in my view you put a -d- because
28 #‘----writes the word on a sheet in front of her----
29 (0.3)
30 y’a un mot qui ressemble c’est accord.#2
there is a word that is similar it’s agreement

Barbara begins to smile (26) as her therapist begins to talk (25), as indicated by the symbols #1 at the beginning of lines 25 and 26. Barbara stops smiling at the end of the therapist’s turn-constructional unit, as indicated by the symbols #1 at the end of lines 25 and 26. The therapist begins to write on a sheet of paper (28) while she initiates the next turn-constructional unit in line 27 (as indicated by the symbol #1 at the beginning of lines 27 and 28), and keeps writing until the end of her turn, as indicated by the symbol #1 at the end of line 30. More generally, our transcripts are based on Jeffersonian conventions (Jefferson 2004).

3.2 Methodology

We analyzed our data using both qualitative and quantitative methods (on mixed-approach applied to interactional data, see Heritage et al. 2007; Rossano et al. 2009; Wilkinson 2014; see also Stivers 2015, Steensig and Heinemann 2015 for a discussion on CA-grounded formal coding approach). Following a conversation analytic approach (Sacks et al. 1974), we focused on the participant who laughs first (adolescent or therapist), the position of laughs in the sequences (unilateral vs. shared laugh) and in the turns at talk (standalone laughter, laughing-turn). Quantitative and statistical analyses acted as intermediaries between the two steps of the conversational analyses: first, they were used to confirm the observations resulting from our data collection (i.e. adolescents initiate more laughs than therapists; this pattern is even stronger in correcting contexts, in which such laughs are also predominantly not shared). Secondly, these findings lead us to focus on the sequence type in which laughter is recurrently involved (i.e. correction sequence), which we then sequentially analyzed to describe the communicative functions of laughter, according to whether it is jointly produced with the therapist or not.

Quantification in conversation analytic studies is challenging (Schegloff 1993; Haakana 2002; Heritage et al. 2007; De Ruiter to appear). The analyst has to precisely determine what “object” may be quantified from the interactions he/she analyzes. Counting occurrences of an interactional object x in a corpus is not informative enough, since it ignores how and when this object should (or should not) appear in the interactional flow, which Schegloff (1993, 103) calls an environment of possible relevant occurrence. Counting an object x when it accomplishes a function y is also problematic, since functions should be assessed as outcomes of the analysis, rather than as their starting point. Moreover, there is a "many-to-many" mapping between functions and resources: a given function may be accomplished through different conversational resources, and inversely. Schegloff (1993) highlights another problem in quantification based on interactional data: quantification needs to define a domain in which an object can be counted. Yet, in studies on talk-in-interaction, this domain (or context/situation) cannot be defined in itself: by co-adapting their conversational methods, participants
themselves build and display the context in which they are acting (e.g. ordinary conversation, medical encounter, interviews, etc.; see Schegloff 1993). Moreover, while quantification aims to underscore recurrences in the conversationalists' practices, it is not meant to elucidate how conversationalists jointly build social action and meaning; only a sequential analysis can reveal this. For all these reasons, quantification should not be an alternative to sequential analyses, but rather should stem from them (see also Heritage et al. 2007). In studies on talk-in-interaction, the aim of a quantitative approach is not to flatten out the complexity of social action by generalizing interactional phenomena (i.e. saying that conversationalists always act in the same way when they are in the same context). The point is rather to tell frequent or expected behavior from infrequent or unexpected behavior, thus indicating which phenomena require further qualitative analyses. This practice echoes Steensig and Heinemann’s (2015, p.23) view of coding “as a process that opens up to new angles and new qualitative studies and not as an end result”.

In this study, quantification is based on an initial qualitative analysis of the dataset, which leads us to a collection of cases in which participants initiate laughter. Our collections show that laughter frequently appears in correction sequences. We did not count all the laugh particles in the interactions we analyzed (see the problem of denominator in Schegloff 1993), and neither did we count laughs according to their communicative functions (see the problem of numerator in Schegloff 1993). Instead, we counted laughter when initiated in correction sequences, that is, the number of laughs initiated by the adolescent and the number initiated by the therapist, according to their sequential organization (for more details, see sections 4.1 and 4.2).

4. Data analyses

In the speech therapy interactions we analyzed, laughter seems to be particularly involved in the business of correcting (see section 4.1). This is confirmed by quantitative analyses (see section 4.2), which also show that laughter in correction sequences is mostly initiated by the adolescent in a unilateral way. Moreover, we show that this sequential organization (adolescents' laugh-initiation; unilateral laughter) is not only linked to the participants' institutional roles (adolescent vs. therapist) but also to the interactional activity in which they are involved (correction sequence vs. non-correction sequence). Based on micro-analyses of laughter in the correction sequences of our corpus (see section 4.3), we show that sequential organization of adolescents' laughter (standalone vs. turn-infiltrated laughter; unilateral vs. shared laughter) is mainly linked to the type of correction (i.e. other- or self-correction) and to the participants' orientation toward instructional or person-oriented tasks.

4.1 Correction as a laughing activity in speech therapy sessions?

In the speech therapy sessions we analyzed, the adolescents frequently laugh when they are involved in correcting activities. In this case, laughter is mostly initiated by the patient without being shared with the therapist, as in the following excerpt. The therapist is helping Mathieu correct spellings in a word list. Mathieu has made an error when spelling the word discothèque (Engl. night club): he has used the acute accent instead of the grave one.

Ex.1 – MA(1) Night club
Mathieu responds to the therapist's other-initiation of self-correction (1-3) with a self-initiation of other-correction (see the rising intonation in line 5). The therapist explicitly assesses Mathieu's answer as wrong (actually no, 7) before giving the right answer (7-8). Mathieu laughs during the last part of the therapist's turn without confirming or rejecting the correction (9). The therapist closes the sequence without laughing herself: she produces a confirmation check (10) before continuing the exercise.

This laughter organization seems to be common in the interactions of our corpus. To evaluate the commonness of this pattern, we performed quantitative analyses of participants' laughter. We collected all the sequences in which a participant initiates laughter (n=118). We counted all the correction sequences during which a participant (adolescent or therapist) initiates laughter (n=74). We then counted the cases in which the laughter is initiated by Barbara, Mathieu, Barbara's therapist, and Mathieu's therapist, depending on the session (session 1 vs. session 2). For each participant and each session, we counted the number of cases in which laughter-initiation leads to a unilateral or shared laughter. The same was done for the remaining laughter sequences (i.e. sequences that do not deal with correcting activities).

### 4.2 Participants' laughter quantification

Counts of laughs are shown in Table 1, split by Participant (Patient vs. Therapist) and nested Individuals (Barbara, Mathieu, Barbara's therapist, Mathieu's therapist) and Session (S1 vs. S2) in rows, and by Context (Repair vs. Other) and nested Type (Unilateral vs. Shared laughter) in columns. Given the restricted number of observations and the similarity of the numeric trends, in the quantitative analysis counts are pooled across Individuals and Sessions, and Type analysis is restricted to Patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unilateral</th>
<th>Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara's</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu's</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unilateral</th>
<th>Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara's</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu's</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 This category corresponds to sequential contexts that do not deal with repair.
As for the distribution across Participants, a two-tailed exact binomial test for goodness-of-fit supports the hypothesis of Patients initiating more laughs than Therapists, independent of Context (98 vs. 20; p<0.001). The effect holds when evaluating Contexts independently, with Patients initiating more laughs than Therapists both in Repair contexts (66 vs. 8; p<0.001) and in Other contexts (32 vs. 12; p<0.01). If Participants are evaluated independently, we find that Patients initiate more laughs in Repair than in Other contexts (66 vs. 32; p<0.001), while Therapists do not. Therapists actually show the opposite trend (8 vs. 12; p=0.5), which however does not reach significance. This is confirmed by a Chi-Square test of independence, showing that Participant and Context are related (χ²(1)=5.3, p=0.02). Figure 1 (left panel) provides a synthetic visualization of all the findings mentioned above.

As for the distribution across Types (Unilateral vs. Shared), limiting ourselves to laughs initiated by Patients, a two-tailed exact binomial test for goodness-of-fit supports the hypothesis of Patients initiating more Unilateral than Shared laughs independent of Context (70 vs. 28; p<0.001). A Chi-Square test of independence suggests, however, that this effect might be mediated by the interaction between Type and Context (χ²(1)=3.3, p=0.06). This is confirmed by further exact binomial tests showing that Patients initiate more Unilateral than Shared laughs in Repair contexts (51 vs. 15; p<0.001), but not in Other contexts (19 vs. 13; p=0.37). These findings are synthetically visualized in Figure 1 (right panel).

Taken together, the findings above indicate that Patients initiate more laughs than Therapists overall, but that this pattern is stronger in Repair contexts, in which such laughs are also predominantly not Shared.

In the following section, we will describe the sequential organizations of unilateral and shared laughter initiated by the adolescents in order to understand how laughter management affects correction trajectories and why therapists sometimes laugh, but not always.

4.3 Sequential organizations of adolescents’ laughter in correction sequences: why do therapists sometimes laugh (but not always)?

In the speech therapy sessions we analyzed, adolescents suffering from speech and language impairments largely use laughter when they are involved in correction sequences. After the adolescent
laughs in a correction sequence, the therapist sometimes laughs, but not always. In the following section, we will describe these two sequential patterns.

4.3.1 Adolescents’ unilateral laughter

In most cases, the adolescents produce unilateral laughter in correction sequences. Below we will focus on the form of adolescents’ laughter and its sequential positions according to the type of correction trajectory: (1) when the therapist produces an overt correction; (2) when the therapist invites the adolescent to self-correct.

4.3.1.1 Adolescents' unilateral laughter after therapists' other-correction

In excerpt 1 (see section 4.1), the adolescent laughs after the therapist produces an overt correction (no the grave accent, 7); Mathieu’s turn is composed only of laugh particles, without speech. The therapist does not join in Mathieu’s laughter.

We observe the same organization in the following excerpt. Barbara is doing an exercise on her computer: she has to write words dictated by the software. The therapist sits next to Barbara and checks her answers. Here, the target word dictated by the computer is the word partout (Engl. everywhere; see line 1). Earlier in the session, the software had already dictated this word; Barbara had made a mistake that she had corrected with the help of the therapist.

Ex. 2 – BA(1) Everywhere
Barbara has to manage a delicate moment in terms of epistemic status (see Heritage 2012 on epistemic management): she shows difficulty in correctly spelling an item that she has already typed earlier in the session, resulting in a prolonged correction sequence that leads Barbara to display a lack of epistemic access. While Barbara is typing the answer (2), the therapist sighs (3) and leans back in her chair, displaying that Barbara's answer is unsatisfying. This is interpreted as such by Barbara, who asks the therapist to confirm her candidate answer, displaying an uncertain epistemic stance (5). The therapist disaligns with Barbara by inviting her to check whether the answer is validated by the computer or not (8-9; see also in line 7 the turn-initial delay as announcing a dispreferred action, Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 2007). Barbara discreetly expresses her disappointment (11) while not modifying the answer. The software evaluates the answer (12) before moving on to another target.

---

3 After the software dictates a target word, the user has a predefined amount of time for answering. When the
word (13). Barbara begins to answer (14) but the therapist suspends the ongoing activity: she produces an overt disagreement (15; see the no-token in turn-initial position) before prompting Barbara to wait (16). She then identifies the trouble source (17), which concerns the previous target word (everywhere). In line 19, the therapist explains why she did not satisfy the self-initiated other-correction that Barbara oriented to in line 5, arguing that the grapheme-phoneme correspondence was clear enough (20-22). The therapist thus shows that Barbara's previous answer was not correct as she provides Barbara with an opportunity to self-correct (see the silence in line 23; see also Drew 1981; McHoul 1990; Seedhouse 2004 on how an explanation can function as a way of providing the partner with an opportunity to self-repair). Since Barbara does not self-select, the therapist takes the floor again and produces an other-correction by identifying Barbara's mistake (i.e. she has forgotten the letter -t- in the middle of the word partout, 24-25). Interestingly, it is just after the therapist performs the correction that Barbara produces a standalone laugh (27), in overlap with the therapist, who is challenging Barbara's skills (you could realize it, lines 26 and 29). By laughing at her mistake, Barbara shows that she takes it lightly. She retroactively downgrades the seriousness – or the relevance – of the error while modulating its embarrassing nature in terms of epistemic access (Seedhouse 2004; Sert and Jacknick 2015). Moreover, by laughing without speaking, Barbara responds to the therapist's other-correction but without elaborating on it: by not producing acknowledgements, apologies and/or a repetition of the corrected item, which are the usual sequential implications after a correction (see Drew 1981; Sidnell 2010), Barbara makes the error less focusable (see Mazeland 1987 on the "focusability" of a repairable). By not laughing, the therapist does not affiliate with the adolescent's stance, displaying unwillingness to minimize the problematic nature of the mistake.

The same pattern is observable in the following excerpt. Barbara and her therapist are doing the same exercise on the computer. Just before this excerpt, the software has dictated the target word encore (Engl. again). Barbara has displayed difficulty in spelling the item: she has written enodre, adding the letter -d- in the middle of the word. The therapist thus helps her to find the correct answer by focusing on the word's pronunciation (1-2).

Ex. 3 – BA(1) Again

time has run out, the software indicates whether the answer is right or wrong before moving on to another target word. Unfortunately, since we cannot see the computer's screen on the video, we do not know what Barbara is writing and whether her answer is accepted or rejected by the software.

4 The notion of "seriousness" has been widely discussed in conversation analytical literature. A turn is designed or interpreted as non-serious when it does not have the usual sequential implications it would have if it has been considered serious (Glenn 1991; Holt 2013). Holt (2013) shows that a participant can laugh in response to a turn that is designed to be serious, as a way of treating the previous turn as not having its usual sequential implications, which may be particularly useful for managing delicate moments. In our data, we find a similar pattern: by laughing, Barbara does not satisfy the serious sequential implications expected after a correction (i.e. producing acknowledgment, apologies, or disagreement) and thus retroactively downgrades the seriousness of the therapist's other-correction. However, we prefer to talk about the "seriousness of the trouble" (or of the mistake) rather than the "seriousness of the previous turn at talk" in the sense that Barbara does not work only to minimize the therapist's other-correction but mainly to minimize her own error, which has led to the correction.
Barbara and her therapist are involved in a prolonged correction sequence. Barbara displays difficulty in finding the correct spelling of the target word. Although the therapist’s designedly incomplete utterance (Koshik 2002) solicits an answer from Barbara (1), she does not respond (2). The therapist then provides a phonetic clue (3), to which Barbara responds (5) by producing a claim of insufficient knowledge (Sert and Walsh 2013). The therapist offers Barbara an opportunity to self-correct (7) before giving her another phonetic clue (9). Barbara responds by inviting the therapist to correct her answer (see the rising intonation in line 11). The therapist approves Barbara’s answer (12) before inviting her to continue (14). After Barbara succeeds in finding the correct spelling (16-18), the therapist returns to Barbara’s mistake and produces a mitigated other-correction (20-24): she explicitly points out the error (you put a -d- here but there is no -d-, lines 24 and 26), but does this in a way that displays the error as made the week before (and not as the initiator of the ongoing correction sequence) (21, 23). Here too, Barbara produces a discreet standalone laugh (25) and smiles (27) during the therapist’s correction. The therapist does not join in Barbara’s laughter: she remains focused on the correcting activity, providing explanation of how the error was caused (28-31).
According to these analyses, the adolescents produce standalone laughter during or after the therapists' other-correction: by laughing without speaking, the adolescents respond to the correction while displaying passive recipiency (see Ikeda and Bysouth 2013 on the link between laughter and turn-taking). By responding, they avoid disalignment with the therapist; by laughing at the mistake, they reassert their epistemic position by displaying their lack of epistemic access as not so serious; and by laughing without speaking, they avoid elaborating on the therapist's correction, thus making the error less focusable. By not joining in the adolescents' laughter, the therapists remain focused on the relevance of the correcting activity that they promote as the primary instructional task. The therapist produces a confirmation check (ex.1), reproaches the partner (ex.2), and provides explanation (ex.3) before continuing the exercise (exx.1-3).

4.3.1.2 Adolescents' unilateral laughter after therapists' other-initiation of self-correction

In excerpt 4, the therapist asks Mathieu how much time they have left (1) in order to select the appropriate activity to do before the end of the session.
La log de Log et Mat sont regardant l'horloge sur le mur.

Log: #alors on a: combien de: temps::?#
so how much time do we have

Mat: (>°euuh ben°<),

uh well

(0.3) #il est: et quatre,#
it is "and four"

#Log looks at her desk in front of her#
(1.5) euh:::,

(0.4) <neuf minutes>?
nine minutes

(0.4)

Mat: #neuf à dix minutes?#
nine or ten minutes

#--turns toward Log--#
(0.8)

Log: >;mais ;on fait jusqu'à quelle heure;=
but we stay until what time

Mat: =jusqu'à et quart.
until "and a quarter"

(0.3)

Log: #donc ça fait combien;#
so how much is that

Mat: #--Mat looks at the clock--#

(0.4)

Log: de: et quatre à:: et quart.
from "and four" to "and a quarter"

(3.9)

Mat: #"neuf minutes";#
nine minutes

#turns toward Log#
(0.5)

Mat: #**à peu près°.#
more or less

Log: #shakes her head no while showing her teeth#

(0.7)

Log: #euh: à peu près sois PRÊ[:CIS justement.]
uh more or less be precise actually

Log: #-----------------------------smiles-----------------------------

Mat: #^[eh HOHon ]°hohoh dix:: non°£.##
ten no

#^shifts his position to face away from Log, looking

downward, then turns back and looks at Log #^2

(0.7)

Log: #^alors et [quart s:-, ]
so "and a quarter"

Mat: #^--balances on his chair--

[œüx plus un£.]
ten plus one

(0.4)

Mat: ëon[zef. ]
eleven

Log: [eh:::]
(0.7)

Mat: f°onze£.=
eleven

Log: =mathieu:;, 
(0.1) >attention< d'pas tomber,##
be careful not to fall

à et quart ça fait combien de minutes?
to "and a quarter" how many minutes is that

(3.1)

Mat: °euuh: onze°.
uh eleven
In this excerpt, Mathieu is involved in a problematic episode. He displays difficulty in answering, leading the therapist to produce several invitations to self-correct. Mathieu delivers his answer tentatively: he produces turn-initial delays (3, 5, 7 and 8), hesitation markers (4, 7) and withholds his answer by mobilizing data of the math problem that he needs to resolve (*it's and four*, 5). Moreover, Mathieu designs his answer as an invitation for the therapist to produce an other-correction (see the rising intonation and the faster speech rate in line 8), casting doubt on its correctness. Since the therapist neither confirms nor rejects the answer (9), Mathieu provides another candidate answer (10) which is less precise than the previous one (*nine or ten minutes*), again seeking confirmation from the therapist (see the rising intonation). Here too, the therapist does not correct Mathieu's answer; instead, she helps Mathieu to self-correct by formulating the successive steps of the problem solving (13, 16 and 19; see also Mazeland 1987 on how teachers lead students to self-correct by explaining how to make the correction). In line 21, Mathieu recycles his previous answer, here too in a way that invites the therapist to make an other-correction. Since the therapist remains silent (23), he takes the floor again (24) and mitigates his previous answer (*more or less*) with a very low voice. The therapist gesturally rejects Mathieu's approximation (25) before overtly inviting Mathieu to self-correct (27), that is, to provide a precise answer. At this point, Mathieu begins to smile (28) before producing a laughing turn (29) that is performed as follows: he first produces laugh particles before self-correcting (*ten*) and correcting his self-correction (*no*) with a smile voice. By laughing and smiling in his responsive turn, Mathieu aligns with the therapist while displaying uncertainty regarding the correctness of his answer. By laughing, Mathieu takes advantage of the fact that "a fault confessed is half redressed" (see also Petitjean & González-Martínez 2015 on classroom data) while inviting the therapist to consider his self-correction as not really serious, thus minimizing opportunity for the therapist to produce an overt correction (see Mazeland 1987 on how teachers' corrections stem from students' unsuccessful attempts to self-correct). And, indeed, the therapist does not correct Mathieu's answer; rather, she resets her supportive strategy (32) but without joining in Mathieu's laughter. By not laughing, the therapist remains focused on the correction activity, which continues for several turns at talk (32-44).

We observe the same organization in the following excerpt. Mathieu and his therapist are talking about spelling issues. The therapist asks Mathieu to list the topics that are linked to spelling in French. Mathieu suggests agreements and conjugation as candidate answers. The therapist prompts him to make other suggestions.

---

5 In French, the wording "and (number)" is commonly used for indicating minutes when the hour is already known by all the participants.
Ex.5 – MA(1) Determiner

1 Log: ↑OUAIS, yeah
2 ▷; donc ça c’est aussi avec les accords, so this is also with agreements
3 ↑OUAIS, yeah
4 la conjugaison, conjugation
5 °mhmm°.
6 ... (3.2) (Log turns toward Mat))
7 Log: ↓dans l’orthographe y’a encore d’autres choses. in spelling there are still other things
8 ↓(3.4)
9 Log: ↑tu sais si on souligne avec des couleurs différentes, you know if we underline with different colors
10 Log: ↓makes the gesture of underlining---------#
11 y’avait;,
12 there were
13 (0.3) #les accords. # agreements
14 Log: ↑counts one with her finger#
15 Mat: ↓les déterminants<? determiners
16 (0.5)
17 Log: °mhm?=
18 Mat: #=les déterminants °mhmm°.
19 determiners no
20 (1.0) ((Mat keeps smiling until the end of line 26))
21 °n(h)on°.º
22 Log: ↓looks in front of her----------
23 Mat: #----------------------
24 (0.7)
25 Log: ↓les déterminants ils servent à quoi?
26 determiners what are they used for
27 quand on analyse si c’est un déterminant:: un nom:: un
28 when we analyze if it’s a determiner a noun an
29 adjective,#¹
30 #ça nous sert à quoi ça?#²
31 what do we use that for
32 Log: #----------------------looks at Mat------#
33 (5.0)
34 ((the therapist continues asking Mathieu what the point of using determiners is))

Mathieu has to manage a problematic moment: he has difficulties answering the therapist’s question. He does not take the floor when the therapist selects him as the next speaker (5, 7), generating silent slots (6, 8). Inversely, in line 14, he delivers a candidate answer (determiners; see the rising intonation and the faster speech rate) before the therapist has finished her turn (see the non-final intonation in line 11), causing an overlap that leads the therapist to produce a repair-request (16). At this point, Mathieu’s turn shape shows that he interprets the therapist’s repair-initiation as an invitation to self-correct⁶ (17). Indeed, he laughs while repeating his previous answer, displaying uncertainty with regard to the correctness of his answer before rejecting it (no, 20). By producing a laughing responsive turn, Mathieu satisfies the sequential expectations of what he himself considers as an invitation to self-correct while designing his self-correction as not really serious, thus limiting the opportunity for the therapist to perform an overt negative evaluation of his error. And, indeed, while the therapist does not join in Mathieu’s laughter, remaining focused on the instructional task, she does not overtly correct Mathieu’s answer; instead, she provides Mathieu with a new opportunity to self-correct (22-26).

⁶Note here that the way in which Mathieu interprets the therapist’s repair-initiation adheres to what has been shown by conversation analytical studies: a problem of acceptability is first addressed as a hearing problem (Schegloff 2007; Svennevig 2008). Moreover, we do not have access to the cause of the problem displayed by the therapist (problem of hearing or of acceptability), but only to how the partner interprets the nature of the trouble (Svennevig 2008). And, here, Mathieu clearly orients toward a problem of correctness.
In the following excerpt, the adolescent also produces laugh particles while she self-correts. Barbara and her therapist are doing the same exercise as in excerpts 2 and 3 (see section 4.3.1.1). Here, the target word dictated by the computer is the word *toujours* (Engl. *always*). Barbara is typing on her keyboard.

**Ex. 6 – BA(1) Always**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log: toujours.</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Log: &gt;bon ben on t'enlèvera&lt; une faute.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 uh well we will delete an error from your score</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 &gt;Mhm mhm mhm mhm mhm&lt;.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mhm mhm&lt;.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 well wait two sec-wait</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Log: #------- touches Bar's arm -------------------------- #</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Bar: #------- turns toward the therapist----------------- #</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Log: #&gt;hh pourquoi tu mettrais un t au milieu de toujours?</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 why would you put a &quot;t&quot; in the middle of &quot;always&quot;</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 -&gt;Bar: f. ' parce que j'avais oublié: hh&quot;f.=&quot; because I had forgotten</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Log: &gt;&gt;parce que ça c'est comme si t'écrivais&lt; &lt;tout le jour&gt;, because that's like writing &quot;all day long&quot;</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Bar: [mais- ] #3 but</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 &gt;j'avais oublié&lt;.</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 ' f'd forgotten</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 &gt;puis- re-&lt; essaie de te rappeler, and re-try to remember</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 mardi je t'ai dit un truc par rapport à toujours.</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 tuesday I told you something about &quot;always&quot;</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this excerpt, Barbara is involved in a prolonged correction sequence during which she does not succeed in providing the correct answer, leading the therapist to notify Barbara of a problem with her answer and to invite her to self-correct (7, 12). The therapist first repeats the target word (1); she stresses the first syllable of the word, thus displaying it as a potential trouble source. After producing a comment related to a computer problem affecting Barbara's answer to the previous target word (3), the therapist invites Barbara to self-correct by notifying her of a problem in what she is writing (5, 7). Since Barbara does not succeed in self-correcting (8-11), the therapist prompts Barbara to stop the exercise (12, 13), before asking her why she has put the letter *t* in the middle of the word *toujours* (Engl. *always*) (16). She identifies Barbara's error but without overtly correcting it. In doing that, she offers Barbara an opportunity to self-correct and to write the correct form of the word *toujours* on the computer (see Seedhouse 2004; Radford 2008 on questions as a way of framing a correction to invite the partner to self-correct; see also Mazeland 1987 on how the teacher initiates students' self-correction by analyzing how errors were caused). The therapist thus postpones the other-correction (see MacHoul 1990 on questioning withhold of other-correction). Barbara fills the self-correction slot with a laughing-account (18), explaining that her error is due to a memory failure (see Svennevig 2008 on how an explanation may respond to a repair initiation; see also Antaki 1994 on how the speaker may produce an account after the partner has expressed dissatisfaction with the speaker's previous answer). By producing an account instead of a genuine correction, Barbara uses a "short cut" (Svennevig 2008) that draws attention to the error as caused by a memory failure and not by a lack of spelling ability. By laughing, Barbara responds to the therapist's prompt while inviting her to take the mistake in a light-hearted way. She thus avoids providing the therapist with a slot for an overt correction. And, here too, the therapist neither negatively assesses Barbara's error nor provides the correct form. However, by not laughing, the therapist remains focused on the instructional task. She
supports Barbara’s attempt to find the expected answer by providing explanation (19) and an instructional reminder (24-25).

According to these analyses, in a prolonged correction sequence, the adolescent produces laugh particles that infiltrate his/her response to the therapist's invitation to self-correct. He/she satisfies the therapist's expectations by providing a self-correction while displaying uncertainty regarding its correctness. Laughter allows the adolescent to appeal to the therapist's leniency (Petitjean & González-Martínez 2015 on classroom data) and to decrease the opportunities for the therapist to make an overt negative evaluation. And, indeed, the therapist does not correct the adolescent's error but invites him/her to self-correct (exx.4 and 5), providing explanations of how to correct the mistake (exx.5 and 6). However, by not laughing, the therapist displays the pedagogical relevance of the correction, leading the adolescent to focus on learning activities.

4.3.1.3 Intermediate conclusions

Laughter is a very cost-effective resource used by the adolescent to manage prolonged correction sequences initiated by the therapist in speech therapy sessions. During or after the therapist's other-correction, the adolescent responds by producing standalone laughter. He/she retroactively accomplishes alignment and proactively avoids engaging in justification. After the therapist re-extends her invitation to self-correct several times, the adolescent ends up completing the correction by producing a laughter-infiltrated second pair-part. By laughing, he/she solicits leniency from the therapist, minimizing opportunity for her to produce an other-correction. By inviting the therapist to laugh with him/her at his/her mistake, the adolescent works to suspend the serious implications of his/her mistake (see Glenn 1991), both at an epistemic level (by treating the lack of epistemic access in a light way) and at a sequential one (by avoiding providing acknowledgment, apologies or justification after the therapist's other-correction, or by minimizing opportunity to be other-corrected after unsuccessful attempts to self-correct). In both cases, the therapist does not join in the adolescent's laughter: she remains focused on the instructional task and shows that she takes the learning activity achieved through the correction seriously.

4.3.2 Adolescents' shared laughter

In some cases, the therapist joins in the adolescent's laughter to manage the correction sequence, as in the following excerpts. Barbara has to write the day’s date on the therapy logbook while the therapist is preparing a card game. Barbara takes a calendar from the therapist's desk to check the date. On this calendar, the day’s date is combined with a word, its definition, an illustration and a question. The French word written on the calendar is acquiescer (Engl. to acquiesce or to agree). Barbara reads the question, which is what is the head movement that we make when we are acquiescing? The therapist provides an answer (1) while shuffling playing cards (2).

Glenn shows how laughter may be a way of displaying the non-seriousness of a self-deprecation. In the excerpts analyzed by Glenn, the current speaker produces a laughing negative self-assessment. This is not the case in our data, and we thus prefer to avoid using the term "self-deprecation".
Ex. 7 – BA(1) From the back to the front

1. Log: "<on la hausse> de non on la bouge de haut en bas.
   we raise it from no we move it from top to bottom
2. "--------shuffles the playing cards-------------
3. (2.7)
4. Bar: "je vous le dis d’suite".
   I tell you right away
5. (3.7) ((Log moves her head from top to bottom until the end of line 8))
7. (0.9)
8. Bar: eh non on la bouge <derrière et en bas>.
   eh no we move it behind and down
9. (0.6)#1
10. Log: derrière?=
    behind
    yeah
12. (0.7)
13. Bar: #comme ça,
    like this
14. #---tries to move her head behind and then toward the bottom--
15. (0.2) et comme ["ç(h)a". ]#
    and like this
16. Log: #[DERRIERE?]#
    behind
17. Bar: #--smiles---#
    yeah
18. (0.2)
19. Log: #<derrière ta tête=?
    behind your head
20. #--deals the playing cards--
21. Bar: ="ouais".#1
    yeah
22. (1.4)((Log abruptly takes the calendar from Bar's hands))
23. Bar: "ho".
24. (0.6) ((Log reads the calendar))
25. ➔ Bar: >"hihihihihhhh"<
26. Log: D'ARRIÈRE,
    from the back
27. (0.1) [EN AVANT.  ]
    to the front
28. ➔ Bar: #[·hi "hihih"] °kr(h)kr(h)[hhhhhhhhhh" ]=#5
    #--laughs while hiding her face with her hands------#3
29. Log: ["quelle nou:i:ille:."]=
    what a dope
30. [é]seven seven
31. Bar: ="HHH [hh
32. Log: ["huh ">huhu[huhu" < ]
    #starts dealing cards again while counting them----
33. Bar: ["f:'h vous] avez eu peur hein?!
    you were afraid uh
34. #------takes her cards-----------------------------
35. (0.2)
36. Log: trois "tr" j'ai pas eu peur?
    three thr- I wasn't afraid
37. (0.5)
38. Log: trois QUAtre "quatre" "cin" "attends< cinq cinq six six,
    three four four fi- wait five five six six
39. sept sept.#4
    seven seven

In this excerpt, Barbara and her therapist are involved in a delicate correcting episode. Barbara produces an unmitigated other-correction of the therapist's answer (see the no-tokens in turn-initial
positions in lines 6 and 8). Since Barbara's formulation is ungrammatical in French\(^8\), the therapist stops shuffling the playing cards (9) and invites Barbara to self-repair (10). Barbara assertively confirms her formulation (11-15). The therapist disaligns with Barbara by producing an anticipatory (because overlapping) confirmation check (16), urging Barbara to self-correct (see the louder voice in line 16; see also the subsequent repetition of the confirmation check in line 19). Since Barbara does not self-correct yet (21), the therapist takes the calendar from Barbara's hands (22) to check the answer (24). In doing that, she clearly disaligns with Barbara (see the oh-token produced by Barbara in line 23) and announces a potential other-correction, which is produced in lines 26 and 27 (see also the louder voice as a way of displaying the obviousness of the correction). Interestingly, Barbara produces standalone laughter both after the therapist announces and performs the other-correction (respectively lines 25 and 28). As in excerpts 1-3 (see section 4.3.1.1), laughter allows Barbara to downgrade the embarrassment linked to the display of non-knowledge while avoiding elaborating on the therapist's correction. Here however, in contrast to the above-mentioned excerpts, the therapist joins in Barbara's laughter (32) after having assessed Barbara's behavior in a smiling way (30). Note that the expression quelle nouille is not insulting in French, but rather a sweet and affectionate way of evaluating her partner's behavior. Moreover, this expression is inspired by the initial meaning of the word nouille (i.e. noodle, which appears "flabby" after cooking), thus referring to a person who lacks energy. In using this expression with a smile voice, the therapist thus accounts for Barbara's difficulty in self-correcting: the therapist more focuses on Barbara's careless mistake than on misreading (see also in line 34 how Barbara affiliates with the therapist when she displays that her difficulty in self-correcting was fake, you waswere afraid uh). By jointly laughing, the participants agree on the non-seriousness of the mistake and orient themselves toward a topic closing, providing opportunity to jointly return to the main activity (playing cards; note here that it is just after having jointly laughed that the therapist starts dealing cards (33) and that Barbara takes hers (35)).

The following excerpt also illustrates the role laughter plays in the management of correction sequences. Barbara and her therapist are discussing a book she is studying at school. Barbara has just said that she did not understand several words in this book. In this excerpt, the therapist does not yet know what kind of book it is (we will hear in the rest of this session that it is Les Fourberies de Scapin by Molière).

\(^8\) The expected form in French is bouger la tête d’arrière en avant or bouger la tête de haut en bas (Engl. from the back to the front or from top to bottom).
Ex.8 – BA(2) Dieded

As Barbara is providing the death date of the author, she makes a grammatical error while conjugating the verbal phrase (16), saying *il a mouru* instead of *il est mort* (in French, the verbal phrase *il a mouru* is ungrammatical but very frequent in young children’s talk; this is due to a morphologic generalization of verbal declensions). In overlap with Barbara’s last TCU, the therapist initiates a correction sequence (18): she provides a mitigated correction by inviting Barbara to confirm the correctness of the substitution she is proposing (*il est mort* instead of *il a mouru*). After Barbara has agreed with the therapist’s correction and thus completed the correction sequence (19), the therapist repeats the mistake (20). In doing that, the therapist resets the correction sequence (see Drew 1981; Seedhouse 2004; Radford 2008 on how repetition of the partner’s error is a way of inviting him/her to produce further elaboration), inviting Barbara to respond⁹. Barbara does not speak but discreetly produces

---

⁹The therapist’s repetition of Barbara’s mistake could be analyzed as a way of making fun of it (i.e. teasing Barbara), which thus makes relevant subsequent laughter. However, in our view, this analysis is not validated by the shape of the participants’ turns. According to Drew (1987), teasing is made recognizable as such through several features: a tease is a responsive action, i.e. a second-pair part that provides an obviously exaggerated
laugh particles (21): she thus responds to the therapist's correction but without elaborating on it. By turning the mistake into a laughable, Barbara downgrades its seriousness and thus minimizes her lack of grammatical knowledge. In line 22, the therapist joins in Barbara's laughter, aligning with and affiliating to Barbara. By producing shared laughter, the participants jointly focus on the fact that the error is not so important here and now. They also orient themselves toward a topic closing (i.e. a wrong morphological declension), providing an opportunity to jointly return to the main activity (i.e. discussing a book). Indeed, after the participants simultaneously stop laughing, Barbara quickly self-selects and closes the correction sequence by initiating another activity (i.e. looking for the book, 24), which is accepted by the therapist (26). After a silence (27), the therapist asks Barbara a new question (28), returning to the topic they had been discussing before the correction sequence, without providing explanation of how the error was caused. By producing shared laughter, the participants thus make accountable the way they organize their in-progress activities into a hierarchy, jointly downgrading the relevance of correcting business within the management of an interactive task. The sequential organization of laughter allows the participants to build a context in which meaning-and-action formation is more important than the use of appropriate linguistic forms (see Seedhouse 2004).

5. Discussion and conclusion

Repair management is a central activity in human conduct as it helps maintain inter-subjectivity (Hayashi et al. 2013). This is particularly true for participants whose language impairments may trouble joint understanding and disrupt progression of talk (Milroy and Perkins 1992; Wilkinson 2007; Ridley et al. 2002; Radford 2008; Merrison and Merrison 2005). Our study shows that as a specific type of repair management, correction is also central to therapy settings oriented toward language training, providing opportunities to improve patients' abilities to communicate (see also Radford 2008 on repair). This is especially important when it comes to adolescents suffering from speech and language impairments, who also have to manage correcting activities in classroom interactions (McHoul 1990). Moreover, our analyses show that laughter is a relevant resource in the management of correction sequences in therapy sessions involving adolescents with speech and language impairments, complementing previous studies on laughter in repair with aphasic speakers (Norris and Drummond 1998; Wilkinson 2007).

Following previous studies that show that the lay person laughs more than the representative of the institution (West 1984; Adelswärd 1989; Lavin and Maynard 2001; Haakana 2002), our analyses confirm that adolescents with speech and language impairments initiate more laughs than therapists. We also show that therapists do not join in adolescents' laughter in most cases, corroborating studies on laughter in institutional contexts (Haakana 2001, 2002, Fatigante and Orletti 2013 on medical interactions; Glenn 2013 on job interviews; Lavin and Maynard 2001 on telephone surveys). However, we also show that laughter distribution is not only linked to institutional asymmetry, but also to the activity in which participants are involved: if adolescents do more laughing than therapists, this effect is stronger in correcting activities. Indeed, the sequential organization of laughter (unilateral vs. shared laughter) displays the participants' priority in terms of task management and how they jointly evaluate the importance of correcting in the therapeutic activities. Our analyses thus corroborate previous studies that show how laughter is involved in the management of a specific course of action (see for version of the previous speaker's turn (e.g. by using extreme case formulations), casting doubt on the credibility of what the tease recipient has just said. It is exaggeration – and contrastiveness with the previous turn – that makes understandable the non-seriousness of the tease. In our excerpt, the therapist's turn is more an initiating action than a responsive one, and does not immediately react to Barbara's previous turn (but rather to Barbara's mistake, produced three turns before). Moreover, by repeating Barbara's mistake with a lower voice, the therapist does not formulate an exaggerated version of Barbara's mistake, but discreetly focuses on it. Note also that the therapist neither laughs nor smiles; yet, in face-to-face interactions, it is mostly the current speaker who laughs first to invite his/her partner to produce subsequent laughter (see Glenn 1991). Drew (1987) also shows that teasing can be sequentially defined through the kind of response produced by the tease recipient: he/she seriously responds to the tease, formulating a po-faced response (e.g. with a no-token in turn-initial position; see also Schegloff 2001). The tease recipient can laugh or smile, but does not always do this. In our excerpt, Barbara does not produce a serious response; she produces only laugh particles.
instance Vöge 2010 and Holt 2012 on complaints; Osvaldsson 2004 on disagreement; Jefferson 1984 on troubles-telling). However, to our knowledge, there exist no studies showing that laughter is more frequently mobilized in one type of sequence over another in a specific institutional setting (here, therapy sessions).

According to our findings, the adolescent laughs when he/she is involved in a prolonged correction sequence, thus corroborating what Wilkinson (2007) shows on aphasic speakers who laugh after failing to self-correct despite a prolonged effort. However, while Wilkinson focuses on unsuccessful self-repairs of production difficulties, we look at sequences in which the patient does not succeed in providing the expected answer projected by the therapist's request. Our analyses thus complement previous studies on laughter as a resource for managing trouble and delicate moments: while it has been shown that laughter is used to soften problematic actions (Potter and Hepburn 2010; Shaw et al. 2013; Glenn 2013; Petitjean and González-Martínez 2015), to manage disagreement (Osvaldsson 2004; Jacknick 2013) and complaint (Vöge 2010; Holt 2012) or to display resistance to the deliberate nature of what is being said or done (Jefferson 1984; Haakana 2001; Vöge 2010; Holt 2012; Fatigante and Orletti 2013), we shed light on how laughter is also an efficient resource for the speaker when his/her partner overtly displays a problem of acceptability regarding the speaker's previous answer. While several studies focus on how laughter is a way of preempting interactional trouble (Potter and Hepburn 2010; Shaw et al. 2013; Petitjean and González-Martínez 2015), we show that laughter is also mobilized when the problem has already impacted the progress of the interaction and persists despite participants' prolonged efforts to resolve it. By laughing at his/her mistake, the adolescent softens the lack of epistemic access that is conveyed by the therapist's correction-initiation (see also Sert and Jacknick 2015 on smiling in L2 classrooms; Benjamin and Mazeland 2013 on correction as a claim of greater authority) while minimizing the serious implications of his/her mistake on the rest of the interaction (see also Schegloff et al. 1977 on joking to downgrade the seriousness of a correction): standalone laughter allows the adolescent to avoid producing acknowledgment or justifications after the therapist's correction; laughter-infiltrated self-correction allows him/her to avoid providing the therapist with a slot for other-correction.

Moreover, we also show that a problem such as a correction may be differently managed according to the interactional unfolding of laughter (unilateral vs. shared laughter): the way in which the error is corrected not only displays epistemic status issues but also how participants index the activity in which they are involved. By not joining in the adolescent's laughter, the therapist remains focused on the business of correction, displaying that the trouble source is too serious to be treated in a light way. Thus, by accomplishing a non-shared laughter, the participants jointly index the business of correction as a central issue for their in-progress therapeutic activity. When the therapist joins in the adolescent's laughter, she retroactively reconfigures the correction trajectory she has initiated (i.e. by displaying that the error is not so serious) and proactively supports a return to an activity that is indexed as the most important in terms of therapeutic targets (i.e. discussion or conversational management). Thus, by accomplishing shared laughter, the participants jointly flag the business of correcting as secondary among their in-progress therapeutic activities. Interestingly, our findings corroborate previous studies on laughter and topic termination (Holt 2010). When the therapist does not join in the adolescent's laughter, she maintains the instructional topic involved in the correction sequence, producing a confirmation check (ex.1), providing explanation (exx.3 and 6), reproaching the partner (ex.2), initiating another self-correction (exx.4 and 5) or continuing the instructional task (exx.1 and 2). When the adolescent and his/her therapist jointly laugh, they close the topic of the correcting episode to return to the task that they thus display as being more relevant (a card game in ex.7; a discussion in ex.8). Mazeland (1987) shows that the placement of the teacher's other-correction is a way of displaying "more-or-less-focusable' errors". We thus complement this study by showing that the focusability of an error is also displayed by the sequential organization of laughter. By producing unilateral or shared laughter, the adolescent and his/her therapist display what the main task they need to manage is, adapting the role and the importance of the correcting activity to therapeutic purposes and interactional contingencies. Laughter allows participants to reconfigure their priority in terms of language training, moment by moment in the course of interaction: correction might be either the main instructional task (unilateral laughter) or a less relevant resource (shared laughter). By laughing, participants coordinate pedagogical issues (in which the use of appropriate form/reply is expected) to
interactional business (see also Seedhouse 2004 on the different types of repair in meaning-and-fluency vs. form-and-accuracy activities in language classrooms).

By showing how therapists and patients organize laughter to index the instructional role of correction sequences, and how they manage problematic features of making a mistake in terms of epistemic positions, our analyses provide useful therapeutic resources for both therapists and patients. The way in which therapists and patients mobilize laughter shows that the seriousness of an error mostly depends upon the activity in which it occurs, resulting from a moment-by-moment negotiation between participants. Laughter thus allows therapists and patients to "reinvent" what an error is expected to say about the patient's abilities: by jointly laughing, the participants switch from an expert-and-novice relationship to co-participants in managing the interaction (see also Nakamura 2008 on repair in informal teacher-student talk). This is particularly relevant for adolescents with speech and language impairments, not only because they are exposed to business of correcting in educational, vocational and professional contexts, but more generally because laughter is one of the resources that may help them to put mistakes into perspective, thus gaining self-confidence while preserving self-esteem.
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